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Enterprising Students Leiden

More room for selfdevelopment
Additional space for internships in the curriculum.
Opportunities to study abroad.
Possibilities for honours students to do an internship
or board year.
Diploma supplement for board members of student
and study associations.
No efficiency-increasing measures such as a secondyear BSA or the unnecessary dropping of credits.
Introduction of flexstudying: pay per ECTS
Possibility to take courses as an alumni
Minor for board members to develop alongside your
board year

We believe that you should not only develop yourself
within your education but also outside of it. That is why ONS is
calling for more space for internships in the curriculum, more
opportunity to study abroad and the possibility for honours
students to do an internship or board year. In addition to this,
we have to look at new opportunities to develop oneself by
introducing flex education, the possibility of taking courses as
alumni and attending courses at the university next to your
board year.

Better education
The recording of all lectures and publishing them
online.
Online feedback on taken examinations.
More study places during exam weeks.
No Bachelor's / Master's selection
Better information about studies through mandatory
matching.
Student privacy should be taken care of.
Jochem Myjer must have a permanent appointment.
Better guidance for students regarding study stress.
No exclusion from exams for missing education.
5 days between the exam result and the retake.
Space for practical experience in bachelor curriculum
More innovation in education is needed. All lectures
must be recorded, examination insights must be available
online and more study places are required during and
outside the exam periods. In addition, we have to make
agreements with all other Dutch universities in order not to
participate in Master's selection. In order to continue to
represent the interests of students, the privacy of students
must be guaranteed, the managing of study stress must be
supervised and the arrangements for examinations must be
harmonized.

A sustainable university
Every new university building must have solar panels.
Cheap refillable bottles should be available on all
vending machines.
Waste has to be separated, also behind the scenes.
Less paper should be wasted.
Bring your own cup = cheaper coffee.
Expansion of LUGO facilities is needed.

In order to become a sustainable university,
more solar panels have to be installed, cheap
refillable bottles should be available in every drinking
machine, waste has to be separated and less paper
should be wasted through coffee cups and
unnecessary copying. As the oldest university in the
Netherlands, we have to set a good example!

Internationalization and
inclusiveness
Offering free English and Dutch courses for all students.
Improve communication: all university websites,
information and communication also in English.
Allow Dutch and foreign students to integrate more by
having one introduction week.
Increase English language level of all teachers
Fair communication regarding housing and expansion
thereof is needed.
Stimulating participation in the Den Haag campus
through Sounding Board.
Translation of the transcript of the UR and FR in should
also be available in English.
Our university is in the top 100 of the best
universities worldwide and more than 115 different
nationalities are studying here, so we cannot stay
behind. The university must offer more free courses
in English and Dutch for all students. In addition, the
EL CID week and OWL must be rejoined and all
communication should also available in English. The
international students must also be heard and
informed in the participation council.

Better facilities
Cheaper catering at the university.
Actual canteen in the University Library.
Providing information about extra study places.
No discrimination on study places such as the Asian /
African Library.
Improve Usis and blackboard.
Make the university app workable.

A university falls or stands at its facilities, so it
may be expected of a top university that the facilities
are in order. For example, we are committed to
creating cheaper and extensive catering in all
university buildings, expansion and information
provision of study places and better digital resources
from the university.

Stronger student participation
More visible and better cooperation between
educational committees, assessors, faculty councils and
university council.
More evaluation and feedback on university policy.
Cooperation with other student parties throughout the
Netherlands.
The voice of international students should be heard in
student participation.
The visibility of the University Council Members for
students should be increased.

Participation is particularly visible during
elections. That must change! More evaluation and
feedback on university policy is needed, more
cooperation between all existing bodies should be
promoted and international students who have been
here for a long time must also be able to express their
opinion in the participation council.
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